
resume  design  tips
The design of your resume 
is a big factor in the reader’s 
experience and comprehension. 

You can labor over word choice and 
accomplishments to include, but unless 
you have considered the design of your 
resume, you risk the reader skipping 
over the most important content. 

USE ALL CAPS, bold, italics or underline to 
create emphasis and access points for the 
reader. Create visual chunking with white 
space between blocks of information—
keep those blocks short!

Two short blocks are better—more inviting 
to read—than one long one. 

Formatting and 
Visual “Chunking”

Your goal for the resume is to make it 
easy for the reader to scan VERY quickly 
for the most relevant and important 
experience and skills. Use formatting—
boldface, type scale, strategic use of 
white space—to make key information 
easy to fi nd.

Scan-Ability

Information architecture refers to a 
hierarchy of information or text achieved 
by a combination of sequence, scale and 
boldness of your information. By selecting 
what text appears fi rst, horizontally or 
vertically, you’re telling the reader what 
information is more important.

Information  
Architecture

Why design your resume for 
scan-ability and keywords?

250 The average 
corporate job gets 
250 applications

Only 30% of job 
applications are read!30%

On average, recruiters 
spend only six seconds
reviewing a resume.0:06
People read screens in 
an F-shaped pattern that 
consists of two horizontal 
stripes followed by a 
vertical stripe.

98%
98% of Fortune 500 
companies use applicant 
tracking systems that 
scan for keywords. 
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Make It Great! Here’s an example of a well-
designed, easy-to-scan resume and 
a few tips on what makes it work.
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You can include class projects in 
your experience section. Format it 
like a job description. 

Relevant Examples

Use white space to create chunks 
that ease density and help the 
reader skim vertically.

White Space

Use white space and formatting 
techniques like bold, italics and 
columns—make it easy to zero in on 
specifi c information for busy readers.

Formatting

Be sure your job title stands out and 
clearly describes your role.

Showcase


